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Abstract 
This project is a collaboration with the company JayWay in Halmstad. In order to enter the 
office today, a tag-key is needed for the employees and a doorbell for the guests. If someone 
rings the doorbell, someone on the inside has to open the door manually which is considered 
as a disturbance during work time. The purpose with the project is to minimize the 
disturbances in the office. The goal with the project is to develop a system that uses face 
recognition and speech-to-text to control the lock system for the entrance door.  
 
The components used for the project are two Raspberry Pi’s, a 7 inch LCD-touch display, a 
Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2, a external sound card, a microphone and speaker. The 
whole project was written in Python and the platform used was Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
for storage and the face recognition while speech-to-text was provided by Google.  
 
The system is divided in three functions for employees, guests and deliveries. The employee 
function has two authentication steps, the face recognition and a random generated code that 
needs to be confirmed to avoid biometric spoofing. The guest function includes the speech-to-
text service to state an employee's name that the guest wants to meet and the employee is then 
notified. The delivery function informs the specific persons in the office that are responsible 
for the deliveries by sending a notification. 
 
The test proves that the system will always match with the right person when using the face 
recognition. It also shows what the threshold for the face recognition can be set to, to make 
sure that only authorized people enters the office.  
 
Using the two steps authentication, the face recognition and the code makes the system secure 
and protects the system against spoofing. One downside is that it is an extra step that takes 
time. The speech-to-text is set to swedish and works quite well for swedish-speaking persons. 
However, for a multicultural company it can be hard to use the speech-to-text service. It can 
also be hard for the service to listen and translate if there is a lot of background noise or if 
several people speak at the same time. 
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Sammanfattning 
Projektet är skapat i samarbete med JayWay i Halmstad. För att komma in på kontoret idag 
behöver anställda en nyckel och gäster behöver använda dörrklockan. Om det ringer på 
dörrklockan måste någon inne på kontoret öppna dörren manuellt, vilket anses vara ett 
störningsmoment under arbetstiden. Syftet med projektet är att minimera störningarna på 
kontoret. Målet med projektet är att utveckla ett system för att kontrollera tillgången till 
kontoret med hjälp av ansiktsigenkänning och tal-till-text. 
 
Komponenterna som används för projektet är två Raspberry Pis, en 7 tums LCD-pekskärm, en 
Raspberry Pi-kameramodul V2, ett externt ljudkort, en mikrofon och en högtalare. Hela 
projektet skrevs i Python och plattformen som användes var Amazon Web Services för 
lagringen och ansiktsigenkänningen medan tal-till-text tillhandahölls av Google. 
 
Systemet är uppdelat i tre funktioner för anställda, gäster och leverans. Funktionen för 
anställda har två autentiserings steg, ansiktsigenkänningen och en slumpmässig kod som 
måste bekräftas för att skyddas mot biometriska attacker. Funktionen för gäster inkluderar tal-
till-text tjänsten för att ange den anställdes namn som gästen ska träffa och därefter meddelas 
den anställda att gästen har ankommit. Funktionen för leverans informerar de anställda på 
kontoret som ansvarar för leveransen när leveransen har ankommit. 
 
Testet visar att systemet alltid matchade med rätt person när ansiktsigenkänningen användes. 
Det visar också vad tröskeln för ansiktsigenkänningen ska ställas in på för att säkerställa att 
endast behöriga personer kommer in på kontoret.  
 
Tvåstegs autentiseringen, ansiktsigenkänningen och koden, gör systemet säkert och skyddar 
det mot biometriska attacker. En nackdel är att det är ett extra steg som tar längre tid. Tal-till-
text är inställd på svenska och fungerar relativt bra för svensktalande personer. Men för ett 
flerkulturellt företag kan det vara svårt att använda tal-till-text tjänsten. Det kan också vara 
svårt för tjänsten att lyssna och översätta om det finns mycket bakgrundsbrus samt om det är 
flera personer som pratar samtidig.
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1 Introduction 
This document is Thao Tran and Nathalie Tkauc´s bachelor thesis. The project was done in 
collaboration with JayWay. JayWay works as a consulting company and has its offices in 
Malmö, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Palo Alto and finally Halmstad, where this bachelor thesis 
was performed. The company works to create digital solutions and specializes in mobile, web, 
backend, UX and design.  
  
To enter the office at JayWay today, you currently need a tag-key. If you don’t have a tag, for 
example visitors, you must ring the doorbell and someone at the office will have to let you in.  
  
The problem occurs when the employees at the office forgets their tag or when a visitor wants 
to enter, in which case, someone inside the office needs to go to the front door and open it 
manually. The workplaces are far from the front door and sometimes it is hard to hear when 
someone rings the doorbell. This does not only take up time and focus of your workday to 
leave your desk and go to the door and open but also disturbs those with desks located closer 
to the entrance.  
 
The project will be important for the office because of two reasons. First of all, it will 
simplify the process of entering the office for an employee that forgets their tag-key and it 
will also reduce the disturbance when a visitor wants to enter the office. 

1.1 Delimitations 
The project shall deliver a system for access control to the entrance door at the office at 
JayWay in Halmstad using face recognition and voice recognition. Devices that shall be used 
is a small computer, camera, mic and speaker. However, the installation of the system to the 
entrance door will not be done because there needs to be some adjustments in the facade.  

1.2 Requirements 
The requirements that have been set for completing the project are: 

● Control the access to the office at JayWay in Halmstad with help of a small computer 
and a camera. 

● The identification of the person in the picture taken will be compared against the 
images in their personnel- and competence system.   

● The system shall be able to be connected to the lock system for the entrance door.  
● If the picture taken of a person is identified and verified the door shall open. 
● Use speech-to-text to handle the guest entry to the office 
● When the employee's name is identified a notice shall be sent.  

1.3 Purpose and goal 
The purpose of this project is to reduce the disturbances in the office when the employees 
forget their tag-key or when a visitor need to enter the office. Also, to make it easier for an 
employee to be notified when their visitor has arrived without disturbing other co-workers.  
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The goal with the project is to develop a system to control the access of the main door at the 
office at JayWay in Halmstad by using face recognition, speech-to-text and make it possible 
to connect to the company's lock system.  

1.4 Questions at issue 
The following questions will be answered by the research conducted in this thesis: 
Disturbances 

● Could the disturbances in the office be minimized with cloud-based solutions? 
● How can face recognition and speech-to-text be implemented to minimize the 

disturbances?  
Security 

● How can you configure the system accordingly to the level of security needed and 
how can it be tested? 

● When can the system be counted as safe and reliable? 
Integrity 

● How can the system use and save data with regard to General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)? 
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2 Background 
Background will briefly introduce the history of biometric systems and what it is. Also the 
most used algorithms used in face recognition, especially one of the most promising machine 
learning for face recognition, Deep Learning. Specifying frameworks and devices needed to 
complete this project and services that are offered from companies like Google and Amazon 
will also be presented. The background section will end with a small conclusion of the 
background. 

2.1 Deep Learning 
Deep Learning is a machine learning algorithm which learns from data instead of coding the 
behaviour. It makes decisions or predictions from that data. It is commonly used for pattern 
recognition, natural language processing (NLC) and computational learning [1]. Deep 
Learning allows computers to improve independently by training and learning from the data. 
The technology requires a minimum of supervision and it is expected that its applications will 
increase due to new learning algorithms and architectures that are developed for deep 
networks [2, 3]. Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Convolutional neural networks (CNN) and 
Deep Neural Network (DNN), Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) are a few examples on 
Deep Learning [1, 4]. 
 
CNN is one of the most used architectures for computer vision and pattern recognition. It has 
been successfully used to detect and recognize objects and regions in images [2, 5]. It is an 
architecture that is biologically inspired from the visual cortex in the brain. The CNN 
architecture is mostly built up with the convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected 
layers [5, 6]. The object is first passed into the network as a input in the form of multiple 
arrays [2]. Then the object goes through different set/combination of layers. In the 
convolutional layer, the local conjunctions of features from the previous layer are detected 
and the pooling layer reduced dimensionality. The final part of the network is typically one or 
more fully connected layers. Lastly, the output from the last mentioned layer presents the 
class label [5, 6]. 

2.2 Biometric Systems 
Biometric systems are based on the recognition of a specific pattern on a set of features from 
a individual in the obtained data. By comparing the features with the templates from the 
database the identification will be determined. Figure 1 shows the normal architecture of a 
biometric system. The biometric system has two different modes which it can operate on [7, 
8, 9, 10]: 

● Verification mode: The person's identity is validated in the system by comparing the 
captured biometric data with the person's own biometric templates which the system 
database has stored.  

● Identification mode: This system is using a one-to-many comparison to verify a 
person’s identity without an alleged ID. The person is recognized by searching 
through all the templates of all the users that are stored in the database to see if there is 
a match.  
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Figure 1. General biometric system flow chart 

 
2.2.1 History of biometrics 
For several years, people have used body characteristics like facial features, voice or the way 
we walk in order to recognize persons. Alphonse Bertillon, who worked as a chief of the 
criminal identification division of the police department in Paris, came up with the idea that it 
should be possible to measure various body parts as well as other features to identify 
criminals. Bertillon's idea lead the way for a far more precise and distinctive measure 
regarding the identification of a person by his or her fingerprints. This idea revolutionized the 
police work and set of a trend among major law firms who were all interested in taking part of 
the discovery. By storing the fingerprints in a database they could later be compared and 
identify a person to a specific crime scene and facilitate the police work [7, 8]. 
 
2.2.2 Fingerprint 
Since then, fingerprints has been one of the major ways to identify a person due to the level of 
accuracy. The fingerprint determination and formation happens at a fetal stage within the first 
seven months and is measured as the pattern of ridges and valleys on the fingertip.  
Recognition by fingerprint is reliable since an individual's fingerprints are unique for every 
finger, even identical twins have different fingerprints [7, 8, 9, 10]. 
 
2.2.3 Face  
Another common biometric system is the recognition by facial features, where a person is 
identified through a video or photograph. Usually the recognition is done by measuring the 
individuals facial characteristics such as the facial shape, placement of the eyes, brows, nose, 
lips and even the chin. Although there might occur some problems regarding the identification 
if the person were to e.g wear heavy makeup, covering of the face or if the lighting is different 
[7, 8, 9, 10]. 
 
2.2.4 Iris 
Another biometric system is the identification of the eyes which determines the iris. The iris is 
the coloured ring surrounding the pupil. Just like the fingerprints the iris forms during the 
fetal stages and stabilizes within the first two years after being born, the iris varies even on 
identical twins. The iris carries distinctive information which is hard to temper with even after 
surgery and an artificial iris is easy to detect.  For a highly reliable person identification, the 
system looks at the texture pattern in the iris with numerous individual attributes, e.g stripes, 
pit and furrows [7, 8, 9, 10]. 
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2.2.5 Voice 
Lastly among the main biometric systems is voice recognition, it is a way to identify a person 
by voice and is divided into behavioural and physiological features. Physiological features 
consist of the measurement of shape and size concerning the lips that modifies the voice, 
vocal tracts and mouth. The behavioral features are determined by the movement of the 
individuals mouth, jaws and tongue among others as they speak. However, these components 
can vary over time due to ageing, emotional state as well as changes in the voice e.g when 
sick. Therefore the voice and its spectral content is analysed to determine information 
regarding the pitch, duration and quality of the voice. There are two ways of doing a voice 
recognition [7, 8, 9, 10]: 

1. Text-dependent, which means that the system is based on the pronouncement as well 
as the uttering of a predefined phrase or word. 

2. Text-independent, which the system will recognize the person without the predefined 
phrase or word. This system is far more complex and is harder to manipulate but it is 
also very sensitive and the speaker recognition will be affected by background noise.  
 

2.2.6 Other biometrics  
Beside these four primary biometric recognitions there are more ways of doing a personal 
recognition. For example [7, 8]: 

● Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) which has a structure and pattern that is unique for 
every human except for identical twins. It is effective as a biometric identifier since it 
represents the core of every cell in the body.  

● The ear recognition is based on the structure of the pinna, which is distinctive for 
every individual. The recognition and identification is done by measuring the distance 
of the salient points of the pinna. 

● Palmprint is similar to the fingerprint. It matches with the palm of the human which 
also contains pattern of ridges and valleys. 

● Signature is a way for a person to write their name which require a writing instrument 
and effort of the signature. This has been accepted as a method of verification in 
government, legal and commercial transactions.  

 
2.2.7 Spoofing 
Even biometric systems can be attacked. Biometric spoofing is a method that is used to fool a 
biometric system. These attacks are different from regular IT attacks. In these attacks, there 
are mostly used with physical tools, like face mask, gummy finger, printed iris picture, printed 
picture of a face etc, which can make a biometric system vulnerable and insecure  
[11, 12]. For face recognition system, a picture of an genuine user can be held in front of the 
camera, which is the most used attack for this recognition system since it is easy and cheap to 
get a picture of a person. It can be taken of the person that is unaware about it, on the internet 
etc. There are two other ways that can be used to fool the system as well, which are video and 
3D model of the genuine user [13].  
 
Spoofing attacks can happen at different levels of the biometric system [8]: 

● Sensor level attack: The attacker uses a fake biometric characteristic of a genuine user. 
● Replay attack: The attacker copies the biometric sample and reuses it on the biometric 

sensor. 
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● Trojan Horse attack: A program that creates the desired feature set and replaces the 
feature extractor with it. 

● Spoofing the features: The feature vectors are replaced with fake features. 
● Attack on matcher: Using a Trojan Horse attack to changes the match score. 
● Attack on template: Changing the stored templates or substitute it with a new one. 
● Attack on communication channel: To intercept the data in the communication 

channel and reuse a modified version of the data into the system. 
● Attack on decision module: Using a Trojan Horse program to change the final result. 

 
2.2.8 Anti-spoofing 
There are different techniques that can be used to prevent these attacks which is referred as 
anti-spoofing [11]:  

● Sensor-Level techniques which is based to use hardware devices to prevent the 
attacks. For example, a sensor that can detect facial thermogram, blood pressure, 
fingerprint sweat, reflection properties of the eyes etc.  

● Feature-Level techniques is more known as a software based technique. It will detect 
the spoofing when the data has been obtained and is not detected directly on the 
human body as in sensor-level. 

● Score-Level techniques is a lesser used technique which is made as an additional 
measure to the sensor and feature-Level techniques because of its ability to perform. It 
focuses on understanding the biometric systems at a score-level to improve the 
protection against attacks. 

2.3 Face Recognition 
The definition of facial recognition is to analyse a detected face, either in a picture or a video.  
Afterwards there is a process of image normalization and finally a comparison with a 
database. These steps are done for every image classification system and for each step there 
are some particular algorithms [14]. There can occur some challenges regarding face 
recognition, for e.g images that are blurry because of movement, twin’s, pose variations and 
as mentioned earlier in the background, wearing different accessories [15]. 
 
Today there are different technologies for facial recognition. Some types of facial recognition 
are 2D-facial recognitions, 2D-3D facial recognitions and 3D facial recognition. There are 
four stages in a 2D-facial recognition [15].  

1. Detect the face 
2. Align the face 
3. Extract the face features 
4. Match the features with the face features stored in a database 

The accuracy of the 2D facial recognition will depend on the light and facial expressions. If 
the light is weak or the facial expression is not aligned enough to the camera, the recognition 
will suffer [16].  
 
2D-3D facial recognition has a technique to detect the face within a 2D image with 3D 
information and uses other parameters as the size of the input, amount of addressed tasks, the 
rating of the recognition and information in depth [15]. 
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A 3D model contains all the geometric information of the face and head shape as a data range. 
The 3D face recognition will operate on a real image with diverse textures and different 
frameworks that coincide in three dimensions. This will reduce the amount of problems, such 
like pose variations, occlusion and difference in lighting, in comparison to 2D facial 
recognition [15, 16, 17]. 
 
Some challenges with facial recognition can be aging, facial expressions, poses, 
cosmetic/plastic surgery, etc [15].   
 
Pros 

● Increased security - Easy to identify and track a person.   
● Safety precautions - Face recognition has a large area of application and ranges from 

healthcare systems, surveillance, ATM and determining the authentications of 
passports as well as driving license [15]. 

  
Cons   

● Physical changes like new hair color, increase/decrease weight might not be registered 
by a facial recognition software. Database might need, in some cases, be updated with 
a new picture.   

● Quality image - High quality camera is needed for accuracy.  
● Large database - High quality images or videos take up a lot of storage [15]. 

 
There are different types of algorithms for face recognition. To name a few, there are 
Eigenfaces [18], Fisherfaces [19], Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [20] and Speed 
up Robust Features (SURF) [21]. Similar approaches are used between SURF and SIFT and 
between Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces but each method has a different approach to extract and 
match information of the image with the given input image [20, 21, 22]. 
 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [23, 24], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [24, 25] 
and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [26] are the most common appearance-based 
statistical methods that are used in different face recognition approaches [27]. For example, 
PCA is used in the eigenface algorithm [23, 27] and LDA is used in the fisherface algorithm 
[25, 27]. 

2.4 Speech Recognition 
The most common method for people to communicate is by using the voice. Speech-to-text is 
a software that is capable of translating verbal language to text. It allows more natural human-
machine interaction, since oral communication is the most common way of communication 
between people [28]. It is a well known technology used everyday by millions of person, in 
e.g Siri, Google, Amazon Transcribe, Alexa etc. 

 
However, it can be hard to analyse names with speech-to-text because of the multicultural 
names within the company. There will be difficulties regardless of the language used for the 
speech-to-text. There are libraries available that can compare the output from speech-to-text 
API with the names of the employees names in the database, e.g difflib [29], FuzzyWuzzy 
[30], simple string compares etc. 
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2.5 Notification 
Notifying an employee can be done in several ways e.g. via SMS, E-mail or in Slack. Slack is 
a communication tool that can be used for example communication within a group, a whole 
office etc [31]. Different channels can be created as well for different project. Jayway uses 
slack to communicate within their offices. A bot can be created in the slack workspace that 
can be used to send messages to inform the employees regarding if there is a guest outside 
waiting for them, if there is a delivery at the door etc. This bot will be referred as Slack-bot. 
 
Both Amazon and Google offers services to send E-mail with respective API [32, 33] but only 
Amazon offers the API to send a SMS [34]. However these services are pay for use.  

2.6 Database/Storage 
Currently, the company has their information on each employee on Kperson, which is their 
own custom built website where they keep all the information within the company. Kperson is 
deployed on Amazon. The information has the form of a json string and it contains all the 
necessary strings such like name, last name, id, company, link to images etc. This information 
can be used for the face recognition, which saves the effort of creating a new database. One 
thing that can determine if the database can be used for the project is the quality of the images 
and the amount of data.  

2.7 Hardwares 
The devices that are needed for the project are a single-board computer like arduino or 
Raspberry Pi, a camera, a microphone, a speaker and a display. The camera will be used to 
take a picture of an employee that can be compared to the data in the database. The 
microphone and speaker will be used for visitors. The display will be used to show 
information for both employees and visitors in form of a GUI. 
 
The system can run on a Raspberry Pi 3 device. It is a computer unit which is as big as a 
credit card and a processor from Broadcom with Advanced RISC Machine (ARM)-
architecture. With this architecture the Raspberry Pi has the ability to control a digital 
component with a signal through the General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins. A GPIO pin 
designated as an output pin can be set on either high, which has a output voltage on 3.3V or 
low, with a output voltage on 0V. It can also detect whether a component is on or off.  
 
One alternative that can be used for building electronics projects is an Arduino. It has a 
physical programmable circuit board which simplifies the process to write code and it does 
not need a seperate hardware in order to upload code to it. It also provides an Integrated 
Development Environment (IDE) to write the code on a computer and later be transferred to 
the develop board with a USB-cable.  
 
To be able to make the GUI visible, a screen attached to the device is needed. It needs to be 
able to show the GUI, in a size which makes it visible and that it should have touch function 
to make it possible for the user to choose different opportunities.  
 
A camera is needed to capture an image. It should be a fit for the device and also be able to 
capture colored images in the resolution that the face recognition service requires. 
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A microphone and a speaker will be needed for the guest handling. The requirements for these 
components are that microphone needs to be able to be used in the speech-to-text service and 
small enough to fit behind the side of the display. Any speaker can be used since it is only 
needed for small functions like playing a click sound, a welcome sound etc. 

2.8 Lock system 
The lock system for the main door is owned by an external company. The lock system works 
in such a way that it sends a constantly high voltage of 12V and the system is set on a low 
active which means that the system needs to send a low pulse signal of 0V to be able to 
activate the system. When the signal goes from low to high again, the lock system will unlock 
and stay unlocked for 5 seconds.  
 
A small circuit is needed to connect the developed system to the lock system. The Raspberry 
Pi that will be placed inside the office will control the lock system. The Raspberry Pi have 
GPIO pins that can control the input and output of these pins. To be able to control the closing 
and opening of another electrical circuit, a switch is needed to cut the circuit. For this, a small 
breadboard, a relay (JZC-11F), diode (BAT42), 1kΩ resistor, a few cables and a transistor 
(BC547B) was used to cut the circuit and are connected as shown in Figure 2. The Raspberry 
Pi supplies 5V to the relay and 3.3V to the transistor. The diode is parallel connected to the 
relay coil to avoid reverse voltage and prevent other parts in the circuit to get damaged. When 
the GPIO pin sends 3.3V, it cuts the circuit in the lock system and the door opens when the 
circuit goes from low (0V) to high (12V) again.  
 

 
Figure 2. Circuit diagram 

 

2.9 Framework 
Python [35] is a simple and high leveled object-oriented programming language and can be 
used as a script and to put together different components to one unit. The languages built-in 
data structures combined with its dynamic typing as well as binding, in combination with its 
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simplicity in code writing that the language offers, is making it suitable to be used in the 
backend development in the project. 
 
Java [36] is also a strongly typed and high leveled object-oriented programming language. It 
can be used for different types of applications, such like distributed applications, web 
applications, etc. There are many features of java. It is secure, portable, object-oriented, 
robust, multithreaded, has a high performance and many more.  
 
The choosing of programming languages will be between Java and Python since both can be 
useful for the project. Both languages has strong community support. The choice will lean 
towards the language that can offer the most suitable tools needed to succeed with the project.  

● Java is statically typed and Python is dynamically typed. 
● Python has more unified support with open libraries and Java has hard rules when 

building features. 
● Java has better speed performance but on the other hand, Python has more 

opportunities to put together different components. 
 
Some libraries that are necessary for the project is Boto3 [37], which is a Software 
Development Kit (SDK) and makes it possible to create, configure and manage Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) [3]. The library supports programming languages such like JavaScript, Java, 
.NET, Node.js, PHP, Ruby and Python. GPIO Zero library [38] must be used to enable the 
controlling of the GPIO devices with Python. Tkinter [39] and PIL [40] are two other libraries 
that can be used for creating the GUI. Pyaudio [41], Speech_Recognition [42] and difflib [29] 
are the three libraries that is used for the speech-to-text function and the last library used is 
the pygame which is used for playing sounds on the speaker. The library Socket [43] is used 
for the communication between the server and the clients. 
 
Nowadays there are cloud-based services that can be used for image analysis and face 
recognition as well as for interpreting speech and dialogue. With this in mind, cloud-based 
solutions can be used in the project to control access to the office at Jayway in Halmstad. 
 
The company recently partnered up with Google and if possible, wished to use Google Cloud 
Platform (GCP) as much as possible for the project. GCP is a series of cloud services that 
Google is offering and is using internally for its end-user products. The platform provides the 
opportunity for a basic structure for our program and a serverless computer environment.  
Another serverless platform that is relevant for the project is Amazon Web Services which 
also offers an amount of cloud services like face recognition, voice recognition, online storage 
and speech-to-text.  
 
Google Clouds speech-to-text [44] is another voice recognition API that can be used to 
implement speech-to-text in a system. However, it requires an API key from Google. It 
supports and recognizes 120 language including swedish. Google Speech Recognition [42] is 
another Google API that can be used for speech recognition. It will take the input from the 
microphone, send it to the Google speech recognition API that will return a string.  
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2.10 Amazon Web Services 
Amazon provides services for identification of a person from an image or video. This service 
is called Face Rekognition and is built in a way to make the process easy for a user to use the 
service in applications. It analyses the visual geometry of the face, like distance between the 
eyes, nose, brows, mouth and facial features and compare it to a face in another image. It can 
analyse whether or not the eyes are opened, different hair color, face expressions etc. When 
the image is analysed, the recognition only focus on the part of the picture where the face is 
and generate object notation numbers that states the positions for the attributes of the face. 
After the calculations, this data is compared with different images and return the similarity 
score. The similarity measure how similar two images are and the probability that it is the 
same person. A high percentage of the similarity indicates that it is most likely an image on 
the same person. A threshold is the lowest similarity score that is accepted for a match 
between images and you can decide the threshold by yourself. Amazon Face Rekognition uses 
deep learning [3].  
 
Amazon store the information of faces in server-side containers called collections for later use 
in face recognition. It is a storage-based API operation and the detection algorithm detects the 
faces in the picture that will be compared within the collection. It then extracts facial features 
to a feature vector for every detected face and stores it in the collection. When Amazon 
Rekognition wants to check if the faces matches, the feature vectors are used [3]. 
 
Amazon has a cloud storage where users can upload objects like images, videos and 
documents etc, called S3 buckets and can be used as a database for the face recognition. To be 
able to upload objects to a bucket, a AWS account is needed. It is possible for a user to store 
limitless of objects and it costs depending on how much objects that is stored. It has an API 
for a user to manage the bucket and objects from code. The benefit with S3 bucket is that it is 
a effective process for a developer to add, delete and fetch data that is stored in the bucket [3]. 
For this project it can be necessary to use it as database and store all the pictures. 
 
Amazon Transcribe is an API for automatic speech recognition (ASR) service that can be 
used to implement speech-to-text to an application, by recording an audio file and transcribe it 
to text. However, Amazon transcribe only transcribe a few languages to text and these are 
Australian English, British English, US English, French, Canadian French, Italian, Brazilian 
Portuguese and US Spanish [45].  
 
In general, for all Amazon services, it cost depending on the use. There is no minimum or 
maximum month price on the software costs. Each service used have different cost and each 
service has level costs which means that the price will decrease the more the service is used. 
When using the Amazon service a region must be stated and the price can vary depending on 
which regions that is chosen. 
 
The Face Rekognition services only charges for the images process and the face metadata 
stored in the collection. The price is per 1,000 images and the price is depending on how 
frequent it is used and there are different level costs. The price is stated below as the region is 
set on EU (Ireland).  
Level 0: First 1 million images processed/month: $1.00. 
Level 1: Next 9 million images processed/month: $.0.80. 
Level 2: Next 90 million images processed/month: $0.60. 
Level 3: Over 100 million images processed/month: $0.40. 
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The price for storing 1,000 face metadata in collection cost $0.01 per month [46]. 
 
The first 50TB/month that is stored in the S3 buckets costs $0.023 per GB. The price can vary 
depending on the location of the bucket. Amazon have different region where the bucket can 
be stored [47]. 
 
Amazon Transcribe cost depending on how many seconds of audio transcribe that is 
performed per month. A file that is ~10 seconds and is transcribe cost $0.006 [48].   

2.11 Conclusion of background 
The conclusion of the background is that the project can be implemented with different 
services and the most suitable way to solve it is to use as many of the Amazon services as 
possible. One reason for that is that JayWay has their database on Amazon which will 
minimize the work of creating a new database and another reason is that Amazon provides 
face recognition and speech-to-text services. However, both Google and Amazons speech-to-
text services will be implemented and validated to find the most suitable service. Slack is 
already used as the communication tool at JayWay and it would be the most appropriate way 
to send notifications and it does not contribute to extra costs. To implement a anti-spoofing 
system will take too much time even though that it would be the best solution it can not be 
implemented if the goal is to deliver a working system.  
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3 Method 
The method section will describe how the system is constructed and how the functionalities 
for each part in the project are implemented. It will state the hardware, programming 
language, libraries, platforms that are used and reason behind that choices and finally what 
kind of tests that will be done. 
 
The first phase of the project, which was the pre-study phase, was to create a time plan, state 
the purpose and the goal of the project. Lastly gather research on the subject and similar work. 
Different ways of solving the problem were compared and finally the solutions that were most 
suitable for the project were chosen.  
 
The second phase, was the implementation phase where the system were built with regard to 
the information collected from the first phase. The verification and test were also included in 
this phase.  
 
The last phase included the analysis of the result and tests. A final report was written, 
presented and exhibition of the project was done.  
 

3.1 Project specification 
The students and mentors at both the university and company, has together came up with a 
rough plan of specifications throughout the project. The plan divided the project into different 
parts in order to best focus on a specific part of the project and assign a time window in which 
the corresponding tasks should be completed. This simplified and clarified how the time 
should be allocated to achieve the desired goal and results.  
  
In this case, the project was executed within the company, therefore JayWay was considered 
as the costumer.   
 
As a customer, Jayway was responsible for the components and software that was needed to 
complete the project. Travel for guidance was not necessary since the company mentor works 
at Halmstad office. JayWay did not provide computers throughout the project. The students 
used their own private computers which made it easier to access the code from a distance.  
 

3.2 Choice of platform and components 
 
3.2.1 Software & platforms 
Python version 3 was chosen as the programming language for this project, it was possible to 
use Java as well but Python offered more APIs and libraries to put everything together into a 
system and more freedom to create different solutions. It also supported a lot of engines and 
API for face recognition and speech-to-text. Overall Python offers a simplicity when it comes 
to libraries and APIs for calculations and recognitions, plus that it is a well known 
programming language used for image and data analysis.   
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Face recognition, speech-to-text and storage was needed to complete the project and therefor 
AWS was most suitable platform for the project. The reason for choosing that platform was 
that it provided the most important services that were needed, Face Rekognition, S3 bucket 
[3] etc. Another reason is also that JayWay had their data on Amazon which made it even a 
better choice. GCP is a similar platform which provided similar services to what AWS did. 
For example it also provided speech-to-text and a cloud storage. The reasons why the 
platform was not chosen were because it would mean that either the data on the employees at 
Amazon would need to be transferred over to GCP cloud storage or that a new database had 
to be created. Moreover, GCP did not provide a face recognition service, only face detection. 
All the data for each employee was fetched from Kperson, such like their full name and 
images. 
 
Speech-to-text was used for the guest function, where the guest had to speak the name of the 
employee they wanted to meet with. Both Amazon Transcribe [44] service and Google 
Speech-Recognition service [41] was tested and analyzed to see which one that had the better 
performance. To compare the input from the guest with the names in the database, the class 
SequenceMatcher from the library difflib [29] was used. 
 
The chosen method for notifying a employee in the guest handling is Slack [31]. Amazon 
offered services for both E-mail [31] and SMS [33] but the downside with these services was 
that both costs depending on the amount of sending messages while sending messages on 
Slack was free. Therefore, to reduce the costs of the project and because Slack is already used 
as a primary communication tool within the office, Slack was chosen for the notifications. To 
be able to send notifications, a slack-bot was created. 
 
3.2.2 Hardware 
As for components, there were two hardware candidates suitable for the project, either a 
Raspberry Pi or an Arduino. One of the most primary programming languages hosted on the 
Raspberry Pi is Python while an Arduino can’t run a code written in Python but it is possible 
for it to communicate with a device using Python. To be able to use the cloud services, a 
Raspberry Pi can easily be connected to internet while a Arduino needs a external hardware to 
make that possible. Overall the Raspberry Pi and Arduino are very similar but the Raspberry 
Pi are more powerful than the Arduino and is better on handling multiple tasks, which was 
suitable for this project. Therefore Raspberry Pi (Model: Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+) was 
selected. The Raspberry Pi also has other devices that are specially adapted for it, which was 
used for the project and stated below. 
 
A 7 inch LCD-touch display (Model: RASPBERRYPI-DISPLAY) was attached to the device 
to show the GUI. It is a multi-touch capacitive touch screen and supports up to 10 fingers at 
the same time. The resolution on the screen is 800x480 and has a update frequency on 60hz. 
The display needed a Raspberry Pi as power supply with at least 2.5A and was connected 
with a ribbon cable to a display-port on the Raspberry Pi.  
 
A Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2 (Model: RPI 8MP CAMERA BOARD) specially made to 
fit a Raspberry Pi was to capture a image. It has a Sony IMX219 8-megapixel sensor and is 
capable to take images up to 3280x2464p. It is connected through a 15cm ribbon cable to a 
CSI-port on the Raspberry Pi. There are many third party libraries created for it and can 
therefore be used in Python with the Picamera Python library [49].  
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The external soundcard (Model: Plexgear USB-sound card USC-100) was necessary because 
the devices does only support audio output.  
 
Plug-in microphone (Model: Hama Mini Mikrofon Notebook Silver (Manufacturer part no: 
HAM00057151)) is a small microphone that was used for this project. It has a frequency 
range between 30Hz and 16 kHz, a sensitivity on -62 dB. and the impedans is 1kΩ.  
 
The Roxcore Crossbeat Portable Bluetooth speaker (Model: Roxcore Crossbeat) was used as a 
speaker for the project.  
 
All the hardware parts used in the project is shown in Figure 3 except the second Raspberry Pi 
which is attached to the backside of the display. 
 

 
Figure 3. Hardware parts used in the project  

 
JayWay has their office on the second floor in the building and the entrance is in the stairwell, 
therefor the devices was not exposed to rain, wind, sun-light etc. However there were some 
small echos in the stairwell but that was not considered as loud enough to disturb the speech-
to-text process. The lighting in the building was good enough for capturing a good picture and 
there was no window near the entrance where the sunlight could cause a bad picture. 
 
The total cost for the hardware parts was 3280 swedish crowns. Price for each part is stated in 
Appendix 3.  

3.3 Method description  
The hardware-tools needed for the project are the following: two devices of Raspberry Pi, a 
camera for the face recognition, a microphone for the speech-to-text services, a speaker, a 
touch screen to show the GUI, access to a database with the face of the company’s employees 
and finally the lock system, which should be connected to a Raspberry Pi and therefore be 
able to be controlled by code. 
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Two devices of Raspberry Pi was used just because of security reasons. One will be placed 
outside the office with a touch screen, camera, microphone and a speaker. These components 
only handle the capturing of the image and sending the image to the cloud storage. The 
second Raspberry Pi will be placed inside the office and handle the face recognition and 
controlling the lock system. Both of the Raspberry Pi’s are running on the operating system 
called Raspbian. The system was connected as the flow chart in Figure 4.  

 

 
Figure 4. Flow chart of the whole system 

 
The Raspberry Pi-to-Raspberry Pi communication was done using transmission control 
protocol (TCP). User datagram protocol (UDP) was not used since the system requires the 
package to be delivered and in the right order to the clients and server. The Raspberry Pi 
device that was placed indoors was the server and it had two clients connected to it. One 
client was the other Raspberry Pi, that will be mounted outside the entrance door and the 
other one was the slack-bot. 
 
3.3.1 Employee 
If it is an employee, the system is going to ask the person visually through the GUI, to stand 
in front of the camera to take a picture. When the picture has been captured, it is encrypted 
and sent to the S3 bucket [3] and it is deleted after the comparison. The client then sends a 
message to the server. The server then analyzes the message and does the face recognition. 
The image is decrypted before the comparison and then compared against the collections with 
help of the Amazon Face Recognition API [3]. To improve the security, a two factor 
authentication is needed. Which is a combination of two different factors, the face and a code.  
When the comparison is done, it returns the similarity score. If the similarity score is above 
the threshold, the system generates a random 4 digit code and sends it to the employee as a 
private message on slack. This prevents unauthorized persons to enter the office, by using a 
picture of an employee. Even though that the face recognition recognizes the person on a 
picture, the person holding the picture is not able to enter since the code is sent to the person 
on the picture. The code needs to be entered on the keypad on the GUI as a final step and 
confirmation. The system allows 3 unsuccessful attempts before it returns to the main menu 
and then the process needs to be done again. However, every new try generates a new random 
code, to prevent a brute force attack.  If the code is correct, the server unlocks the door and 
sends a message to the GUI, the GUI then displays “Welcome to the office” and the persons 
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name. However, if the similarity score is below the threshold, the person gets a permission 
denied and the GUI will go back to the main menu. The flowchart for the employee function 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 
The image is encrypted on the client-side, it implies that the data will be encrypted before it is 
uploaded to the storage. The encryption algorithm used for encrypting/decrypting the pictures 
is the XOR cipher. XOR cipher is an easy used symmetric encryption algorithm that can be 
used for encrypting and decrypting images by changing the pictures byte arrays with a key 
and this encryption algorithm is hard to crack by using the brute force method [50]. 
 

 
Figure 5. Flowchart of the employee function 

 
3.3.2 Guest 
If the guest button have been pressed, the person is asked visually through the GUI, to speak 
the name of the employee that they wish to meet. The system records the input to the 
microphone, using Google Speech Recognition API [39]. It then translates the input into a 
python string and returns it. Since it is hard to use speech-to-text on names, an algorithm for 
comparing the input with all names in the database is used. If the comparison returns a 
similarity score over 80, the system sends a private message to the employee directly on slack 
with the information that a guest is waiting outside the entrance door. The guest also gets 
information on the GUI that the employee have been notified that a guest is waiting at the 
entrance door. Otherwise, if the score is below 30, it then means that the similarity score is 
too low and the system will ask the user to try again. If the score is between these 
percentages, the guest needs to confirm that it is the correct person that they want to meet, 
with help of Yes and No buttons which will be displayed on the GUI. Finally, the slack-bot 
sends a notification to the employee the same way as mentioned above. If the system returns 
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the wrong employees name and the guest presses No, the guest will be asked again who they 
wish to meet. The flowchart for the guest function is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Flowchart of the guest function 

 
The algorithm used to compare names measures the similarity of the sequences and returns a 
float according to equation (1).  
(1) 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.0

01234
∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 

Where total is the number of elements in both sequences and matches is the number of 
matches. 
 
3.3.3 Delivery 
If the delivery button have been pressed, a notification is sent to the slack channel that 
informs the ones at the office responsible for the delivery, that there is a delivery at the door. 
They will need to go to the door and open it manually since the delivery often requires a 
signature from the recipient of the package. The GUI will show that the office has been 
notified. The flowchart for the delivery function is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Flowchart of the delivery function 

 
3.3.4 Graphical user interface 
The touch screen displays a GUI for the user and is built with the Tkinter library [39] in 
Python. Every choice made on the GUI will terminate the current window and create a new 
window with information for its purpose. The main menu on the GUI shows a JayWays logo 
and three buttons. The buttons are used to handle employees, guests and deliveries, see Figure 
8.  
 

 
Figure 8. Picture of the main menu on the GUI 

 
The second authentication step is the confirmation of the random generated code. The Figure 
9 shows the numpad where the code is supposed to be entered. 
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Figure 9. Picture of the numpad on the GUI 

 
3.3.5 Lock system 
The circuit that was built for the lock system will not be the final solution for used since the 
parts can easily be lost and disconnected and therefor it was only used as a test to see how the 
lock system could be triggered. To make it easier and minimize the number of parts for the 
built circuit, a single relay SRD-05VDC-SL-C is used instead and connected between the 
Raspberry Pi GPIO port 18 and the lock system. The GPIO port sends 3.3 V to the relay 
(when the lock shall be triggered) and cuts the circuit which results in 0V in the circuit and 
when the signal go from low (0V) to high (12V) the lock is triggered and the door is able to 
open. See Figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10. Circuit diagram 

 
3.3.6 General Data Protection Regulation 
The GUI is mostly used to fulfill the requirement for GDPR. According to GDPR, all kind of 
information that can directly be linked to a person, who is in life, can be counted as personal 
data, even pictures, drawings and movies if they depict a person. An audio file with a person's 
voice can also be considered as personal data [51, 52]. To avoid that the camera takes pictures 
of every person that stands in front of it, a button on the GUI for the employees is attached. 
When the picture is taken, it is encrypted before it is sent for comparison and then decrypted 
when it is going to be compared to the data of the images in the database. Pictures of non-
employees are not saved. Only pictures that has a high similarity score are saved, even then, 
only 10 pictures of an employee will be saved in the database. After that, the oldest image 
will be overwritten. 
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3.3.7 Maintenance 
All the imports of frameworks and other tools that are used to make the system work properly 
is imported at a time when it is certain that no one is using the system. There is a check 
control of the data in both the Collection and S3 bucket [3], to ensure that the data matches. If 
there has been added a new employee or if an employee has quit their job and their face has 
been removed from the database. When the data check is done and a update has been 
detected, the program will move on to update the collections to make sure that only the data 
of the faces in the database are stored in the collections.  
 
One extra feature that has been implemented is the feedback-loop that will make the program 
smarter on its own. Every image that is going through the process of the face recognition and 
has a higher precision score than the specified threshold will be saved to the database and be 
used as comparing data for the next usage of the program.  
 
As for backup, the tag-key will still be used if the internet goes down or if the system stops 
working properly. The tag-key will still be needed to handle the alarm for the entrance door.   

3.4 Testing 
To be able to determine if the goal has been reached, some sort of testing is needed. The 
whole process needs a time test and it needs to be within reasonable time frames to be able to 
be used as a daily usage. For this purpose, the system was used by several people and the time 
was measured for each try. The measurements for the employee function was the time it 
takes: 

● to capture a picture of an employee. 
● to compare the taken image with the images in the database. 
● for the second authentication step process.  
● for the whole process for the employee function. 

 
A similarity score was saved for each face recognition try. These scores were analyzed to be 
able to set the most accurate threshold. There were two tests, one for genuine users and one 
for unauthorized users. Figure 8, 9 and 10 shows the accuracy based on the threshold.  
 
For the face recognition a security test was made as well. Trying to spoof the system with a 
printed picture of an employee that was held in front of the camera and a picture that was held 
up of an employee on a phone.  
 
The language on the speech-to-text service was set on swedish and the tests shows how well 
the service worked depending on if it was a swedish pronunciation or non-swedish 
pronunciation. In the test each employees name was spoken to see how many attempts was 
needed to match with the right employee.  

3.5 Analyze of method  

There are some advantages in using a GUI, for example to easily show information for the 
person using the system and also to instruct the person on how to enter the office. Above all, 
it is more comfortable to visualize the information for both the employee and the visitor.  
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Raspberry Pi have several extra devices that can extend the use of it, like a camera, sound 
card, display, cases etc. This makes it easy to adapt the devices as one and therefore 
Raspberry pi was a good choice for this project. 
 
Amazon provides a lot of services that can be used and implement in the future if JayWay 
wants to extend this solution or add/remove other services to it. Some of the services cost to 
use but it only cost when it is used and not a monthly cost which can be advantage depending 
how much their services are used. 
 
Overall, the Raspberry Pi devices and services from Amazon are not that expensive to acquire 
and use.  
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4 Results  
The results will be present and analyzed to show that the requirements have been fulfilled.  
 
The disturbance is when a person inside the office needs to interrupt their work to open the 
door for an employee, a guest or to receive delivery. The face recognition minimizes the 
disturbances in the office since the system does not require some sort of key which leads to 
that the employees can enter the office even if the employee forgets their tag-key, without 
anyone in the office opening the door manually for them. The guest handling also minimizes 
the interference moments and facilitates since it only notifies the employee in question which 
the guest declares for the system. The employee who is mentioned, will receive a private 
message on slack with the notification of the arrival, by doing this the others at the office will 
not be disturbed in their work. The delivery function also has its advantage as it only sends a 
delivery notice on slack to those who are responsible for receiving the deliveries and therefore 
the majority of the office is not disturbed. 
 
The implementation of the two-step authentication makes the system secure in terms of only 
allowing employees enter the office. The first step is the face recognition and the second step 
is a four-digit random generated code. After the face recognition has received a match, the 
recognized person gets the code as a private message on slack. In order to enter the office, the 
correct code should be entered on a visual numpad. The system allows 3 error attempts and 
will then go back to the main menu. Even though someone is trying to spoof the system with 
a picture of an employee, the random code is sent to the employee on the picture and the 
attacker can therefore not access the office.  
 
GDPR is not an issue since none the of the captured images is saved unless the similarity 
score is greater than 99,5. Which means that the unauthorized are not able to come up to that 
score and therefore not saved. Another security is also that the images are encrypted before it 
is saved in the database. 
 

4.1 Testing results 

 
4.1.1 Genuine test for Face Recognition 
A genuine test was made to analyze the recognition performance. Each employee would use 
the face recognition 10 times and see who the system recognized. The result is shown in 
Appendix 1. To summarize the result, the confusion matrix has been created, as shown in 
Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Confusion Matrix 

 
The table shows the expected result. Each employee that participated matched with 
themselves 10 out of 10 times. The accuracy of the face recognition can then be proven by 
equation (2): 
 
(2) 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦	 = 	 09:;	<1=>2>?;

09:;	<1>=2>?;	@	A34=;	B;C32>?;
= 200

200@0
= 1 = 100%  

 
The result from the equation indicates that the experiment for the face recognition always 
worked, which proves that it is highly accurate. 
 
4.1.2 Threshold test for Face Recognition  
To be able to set the threshold for the face recognition, the similarity score for every face 
recognition needs to be analyzed, for both the genuine users and the unauthorized. By 
analyzing the 200 facial recognition of 20 genuine users, a higher value on the threshold can 
be considered that allows genuine users to access and simultaneously deny access to the 
unauthorized. The similarity scores, which was used for the analyzation of facial recognition 
is illustrated in Appendix 1. Figure 12 shows the accuracy based on the threshold.  
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Figure 12. Accuracy graph for genuine users 

 
It can be hard to see exclusively on the previous figure. Figure 13 illustrates a closer look on 
where the curve decreases. This shows that after the threshold is set on 94%, the curve begins 
to decrease which means that a good value for the threshold, to avoid false rejection of the 
genuine users, can be set to 94%. The image quality in the database can also affect the result. 

 
Figure 13. Zoomed accuracy graph for genuine users  

 
By analyzing the similarity score for 200 unauthorized attempts by 40 different persons, the 
results show at what value on the threshold the unauthorized persons won’t be able to enter 
the office. The result of the test is shown in Appendix 2. Figure 14 shows the accuracy for 
impostor detection for the system. The amount of successful attempts begins to decrease after 
the threshold is set on 25%. The highest similarity score among the unauthorized was 73,10%. 
Which means that there is a lot of space between the highest similarity score among the 
unauthorized and the lowest score by the genuine users, so the threshold can be set between 
73,10% and 94%. 
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Figure 14. Accuracy graph for imposter detection 

 
The system is considered as safe and reliable when it only allows the employees to access the 
office and denies access to the unauthorized. The genuine test proves that the system has a 
100% accuracy and it is highly accurate to recognize the right person. The analysis of the 
similarity score shows that there is a big difference gap between the highest score of the 
unauthorized and the lowest score for the genuine users. The similarity score depends on the 
quality of the captured images and those in the database, therefore the threshold will be set 
just below the lowest score for the genuine users.   
 
4.1.3 Time measuring for employee function 
When the tests for the genuine users was made, the time was taken for each process. The 
operation applies when the user presses the button for the face recognition until the system 
opens the door. For each process, there were three timestamps.  

1. After the picture has been captured 
2. When the comparison with the database is done 
3. When the door opened 

All timings are compiled as an average result in Figure 15. The following equations (3), (4) 
and (5) shows how much time in percentage each part takes of the whole process. 
 
(3)03D>BC	<>E2:9;

Fℎ14;	<91E;==
= 4,559595

20,308745
= 22,45% 

(4) H1I<39>BC
Fℎ14;	<91E;==

= 10,3601
20,308745

= 51% 

(5)J:2ℎ;B2>E32>1B
Fℎ14;	<91E;==

= 5,38905
20,308745

= 26,54% 
 
The equations (3), (4) and (5) shows that most of the process time is spent on comparing an 
image to the database. Taking a picture and the authentication parts takes about the same 
length of time. The whole process takes 20,3s in average. 
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Figure 15. Table of the average time for the employee function in the system 

 
4.1.4 Speech-to-text test 
As mentioned earlier, the language on the service was set on swedish and the purpose with the 
test was to see if the pronunciation affects the result. The speech-to-text test was done in 
simple steps. The testers were supposed to say the original name of an employee until the 
system matches with the correct employee. The test was done by swedish speakers and non-
swedish speakers to see if the output and amount of tries was any difference. The result for 
the swedish speakers is shown in Figure 16.  
 
(6) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 𝛴𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠

JI1:B2	1P	QR
= 37

33
= 1,12 

 
It takes about 1,12 tries for a swedish speaking user to match with the correct employee which 
is calculated in equation (6). 
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Figure 16. Speech-to-text by swedish speakers 

 
 
The same test was done for the non-swedish speaking users and the result is shown in Figure 
17. 
(7) 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 𝛴𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠

JI1:B2	1P	QR
= 50

33
= 1,51 

 
Which shows that it takes about 1,51 tries for a non-swedish speaking user to match with the 
correct employee which was calculated in equation (7). 

 
Figure 17. Speech-to-text by non-swedish speakers 
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4.2 Face recognition 
In order to make the program smart, a feedback loop was implemented. Which means that 
images that returns a similarity value greater than 99,5, is saved for data the next time 
someone uses the face recognition. That image is saved in the S3 bucket and is added to the 
collections when the database update happens. 
 
A database update is scheduled to happen at night to make sure that no one uses the system 
while updating. It first checks through the database to see if there has been any updates. If 
there has been an update, the program continues to check the collections to make sure that 
collections always will have the same faces as in the database. It will also limit the amount of 
images one person can have on their face since the database cost depending on how many 
images that is uploaded. The limit is set to not exceed more than 10 images per person. If 
there is 10 images on a person, the oldest image will be replaced.  

4.3 Lock system 
When the system has confirmed that all the requirements have been fulfilled to let a person in, 
the door is unlocked as expected and stays unlocked for 5 seconds. The amount of time the 
door is opened is set within the lock system and handled by the lock company.  

4.4 Speech-to-text for the guest handling 
There can be three different outcomes depending on the similarity score on the speech-to-text. 
If the score is greater than 80, the system will directly contact the employee. If the score is 
below 40, the system will ask the guest to repeat the name. Finally, if the score is between the 
thresholds, the system will calculate and return the best match and ask “Did you mean 
“Firstname Lastname”?”. 
 
If the match is correct, that name will be used in a method to double check that the person has 
an account in the channel and the slackbot will then send a direct message, “A guest is waiting 
for you at the entrance”. This is a safety measure if there were any mistakes, e.g that the 
employee has left the channel for some reason or that a new employee has not received an 
invitation. 
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4.5 Graphical user interface flowcharts 
This section shows the result of the GUI. The flowcharts shows an end-to-end process and all 
the alternatives for each step. 
 
4.5.1 Graphical user interface employee function 
When the employee button is pressed, a new window on the GUI will be visible and give the 
information “Please wait”. When the system is ready to capture a picture, the GUI will close 
the current window and open a new window with information “About to take a picture, Please 
wait and look into the camera”. When the picture is captured, it will display “Picture taken, 
please wait”. If the score from the comparison is lower than the threshold, a new information 
will show that “No match found, please try again” and then go back to the main menu. If the 
score is above the threshold it will go further to the second authentication step and a pin code 
must be entered. If the pin code is correct the final information will welcome the person that 
was standing in front of the camera. If the wrong pin code have been entered 3 times or the 
exit button have been pressed it will go back to the main menu. See Figure 18. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 18. Flowchart of employee GUI  
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4.5.2 Graphical user interface guest function 
When the guest button is pressed, a new window on the GUI will be visible and give the 
information “Who do you want to visit?”. The spoken name will then be compared and if the 
score is below 30%, the GUI will show “Could not understand what you said, Please try 
again” and then ask “Who do you want to visit?” again. If the score is above 80%, a message 
will be sent to the employee directly. However, if the score is in between the thresholds, the 
system will then need a confirmation. The guest will have two opportunities, “Yes” or “No”. If 
the guest chooses “Yes”, a message will be sent to the employee, otherwise the guest will be 
asked to say the name of the employee again. See Figure 19. 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Flowchart of guest GUI 
 
4.5.3 Graphical user interface delivery function 
Figure 20 shows the flow of the GUI of the delivery function. If the delivery button is 
pressed, the GUI will show “Please wait, The office has been noticed”. 
 

 
 

Figure 20. Flowchart of delivery GUI 
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5 Discussion 
With two authentication steps, the face recognition and the code verification, it takes a while 
to enter the office. The average time for the whole employee system is 20.3 seconds. Even if 
it is not fast, the system is secure and accurate. When holding up a picture of an employee, 
either on a piece of paper or on the phone, it gives the same similarity score as it does when 
the actual person stands in front of it. Therefore, the Amazon Face Recognition is not a 
properly secure service. Also the service does not include encryption/decryption of the images 
when sending it for comparison within the database. The security problem was solved with a 
second authentication step, which is a good solution considering the time limits for the 
project. A better solution would be to use one of the anti-spoofing solutions mentioned earlier 
in the report. However, that would take too much time to implement. In the end, the Amazon 
Face Recognition is a really good service for this project.  
 
The speech-to-text is known to be a hard task for a company with multicultural names. The 
translation is difficult depending on the pronunciation and how fast the name is spoken. 
However, this is a problem for any languages used. Therefor one can use libraries or methods 
for string comparison to get the closest name, which was done in this project. Amazon 
transcribe services was first used for the project but the translation took around 30-60 seconds 
for each input, which is a long time and therefore Google speech recognition is used instead. 
Another reason was also that Amazon does not support the swedish language. 
 
One difference between these two services is that Amazon first record a file, save it in the 
database and then translate it into a string while google takes the input directly and translate it 
into a string and are therefore faster.  
 
The speech-to-text function in this project is used for the guest handling. The guest speaks the 
name of the employee that they wish to meet and then the input is compared to all names in 
the database. A problem can occur if two or more employees has the same first name and last 
name. Then it will return the first occurence from the database which might not be the correct 
person the guest want to visit.  
 
A disturbance factor for the guest handling is if several people would speak at the same time, 
which will confuse the system as it will not know who to listen to. The background noise will 
also be a disturbance factor. 
 
The GUI is built with a simple look with Pythons library called tkinter and is considered to be 
user-friendly. The reason why the appearance is simple is because of the time limits and 
therefore was not prioritized. The GUI is used in purpose for the GDPR requirements and to 
give information to the users in different scenarios.  
 
The handling of the guests could have been done in different ways.  

● Using speech-to-text to speak the name of the employee they want to meet with, 
which was used in this project because it was a requirement from JayWay. 

● Each employee can have an own employee code that they will give to the guest before 
their meeting and the guest will use it and tell the code to the system and then the 
system will notify the employee that there is a guest waiting for them at the main door. 

● Display all the employee names on the Graphical user interface (GUI) and the guest 
can just press the name on the screen. 
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The system works very well at the office at JayWay but when it is connected to a slower 
internet, e.g in school, the face recognition and speech-to-text takes a bit longer. It may be 
good to keep in mind that the speed of the internet can affect the system. Another thing is that 
the system is cloud based, which means that it always requires internet connection to be able 
to use. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the goal was to develop a system to control the entrance door with 
means of face recognition and speech-to-text. The face recognition works really well as 
proven in the tests and the speech-to-text works good enough and therefore the goals are 
considered to be reached. However, the speech-to-text service depends on how clear a person 
is speaking, if the person speaks swedish, how much background noise there is and also how 
good the internet connection is. 
 
In general, the objectives of the project are considered to be achieved. In view of the time 
frame, the expectations were only to be able to finish with the employee function. Since the 
guest and delivery function also was done, the project was better than expected. If there 
would had been more time to devote to the project, it could have been done differently. For 
example, it would have been good to set up the system for the colleagues to use in the office, 
to be able to detect bugs and improvements. Also to use another anti-spoofing system instead 
of the pin-code. One thing that could do the system better is to reduce/rebuild the GUI since it 
seems like it takes a lot of CPU power for the Raspberry Pi. Another thing that can be used 
instead is to inform all the users by sound and skip the GUI. All the calculations and logic can 
also be put on a more powerful CPU or a cloud based solution like lambda where the CPU is 
not affected.  
 
JayWay has done a similar project in their office in Malmö. The differences between the 
projects is that their project is more a IoT solution. AWS Lambda function handles all the 
logic in the system which decides who can enter the office or not. It also handles the feedback 
to the user. AWS Polly is used for the feedback which provides a voice feedback to the user. 
The Face ID service is used by OpenCV which only detects the face from the picture and 
when the face is detected, the lambda function will do the face recognition. How the lock 
system is handled is also different. In their solution it is controlled from the cloud service 
(AWS IoT) and using a different relay. Anti-spoofing is not implemented which makes the 
solution less secure. There is no solution for handling the guests and the delivery. 
 
The hardware cost in the project was 3280 swedish crowns and as already mentioned it is hard 
to tell the exact cost for the software used since it depends on which region is used, how 
frequent the services are used and how much storage that is used each month. However, the 
first cost level for the face recognition service seems to be the most appropriate cost for 
JayWay since it is a small company with ~40 employees. As mentioned in the background 
section, the price for 1,000 images processed is $1.00 and the price for storing 1,000 face 
metadata in collection cost $0.01 per month. The first 50TB/month that is store in the S3 
bucket is $0.023 per GB. The price is taken from when the region is set to EU (Ireland). 
The google speech-to-text API is free to use.  
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5.1 Social demands on technical product development 
 
5.1.1 Security 
Since the developed system in this project is controlling the in and out passage to the office it 
needs to have some requirement on security. Because the amazon face recognition is easy to 
spoof, a second authentication with the code and the numpad was implemented. To avoid 
brute force attacks, a new random code is created for each match in the face recognition and it 
is only available for three attempts. Another security is that this developed system does not 
work after office hours thus the lock system will handle the alarm. This was already known at 
an early state of the project and this is the way that JayWay wants it to work. The tag-key will 
still be used outside office hours, for the alarm management and as backup if the system goes 
down. All the important steps in the system is handled on the Raspberry Pi that is placed 
inside the office, in case someone would want to dismount it and steal it. 
 
5.1.2 Integrity  
All pictures that is taken will be encrypted before sending it to the database and it is decrypted 
before usage. No pictures are saved on the Raspberry Pi’s. If someone who is not an 
employee presses the employee button by mistake and takes a picture, it is deleted 
immediately after the comparison. One reason for using buttons is because a picture of a 
person is considered as personal data and needs to be handled according to the GDPR.  
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6 Conclusion 

In summary, the services used are very suitable for the system and have performed better than 
expected. At first, the theory was that the facial recognition would be difficult to consistently 
recognize the right person but it turned out that to be very accurate, which was also proven in 
the tests. The speech-to-text service was also well known to be hard to work with. The output 
from the speech-to-text service was inconsistent but with a string comparison algorithm on 
the input and the names in the database, it improved the chances to get the correct name from 
the database. 
 
As for future work, the system can be made faster if the second authentication step is skipped 
but it will still take longer time than using the tag-key and at the same time make the security 
worse. One of the anti-spoofing could be considered instead but even that would take time. 
All biometric systems can in some way be spoofed, as shown in the pre-study and in the test 
made in this project, it is really easy and cheap to fool a face recognition system that does not 
include anti-spoofing test.  
 
The system fulfills the purpose that was set in the beginning of the project, to minimize the 
disturbances at the office related to the entrance door but one down side of the system is that 
it will not be as fast as using the tag-key. However, it was known that it could be really 
difficult to achieve a secure system using biometric that is faster than using a device.  
 
A GUI was provided to meet the requirements for the GDPR. Even though neither of the 
participants in the project have worked enough with front-end development and design 
earlier, the result of the GUI was quite well and good enough for the employees to use it. The 
GUI can easily be modified in the future if the company wish to do it. 
 
The threshold for the face recognition that is recommended in this report is evaluated based 
on the pictures in the database. If the pictures on the employees is showing the whole face, 
without for example hat, sun-glasses etc, the threshold could be set on a higher value. For 
now, the threshold is set to 94%, which is quite low in comparison to what it could have been 
set to. If the pictures were taken to fulfill the requirements for the face recognition, the 
threshold could instead be set on 97-98%.  
 
The goal for the project is to develop a system that can control the main entrance of the office 
by using face recognition and speech-to-text. The developed system meets the goal, it can 
control the lock system with face recognition and speech-to-text. However, it has 
improvements that could be considered. There was no time to set up the system in the office 
for the employees to use it and evaluate it. It would have been useful to know what they think 
about the system, on what should be improved.   
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8 Appendix 
Appendix 1: Face recognition - Genuine test. 
This appendix shows the similarity score for each employee who used the face recognition 10 
times. Also if the person matches with right person, the result will be true, elsewise the result 
will be false. 
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Appendix 2: Face recognition - False classes 
This appendix shows the similarity score for each unauthorized user who used the face 
recognition 5 times.  
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Appendix 3: Hardware cost for the project 
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